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Abstract
A quantum system composed of an Na2 molecule and an atomic ensemble, confined
in a microscopic cavity, is investigated theoretically. The indirect coupling between
atoms and the molecule, realized by their interaction with the cavity radiation mode,
leads to a coherent mixing of atomic and molecular states, and at strong enough cavity
field strengths hybrid atom-molecule-photon polaritons are formed. The absorption
spectrum of the confined composite system reflects well the polaritonic landscape, and
an intensity borrowing effect can be identified in the atomic transition peak, originating
from the contamination of the atomic excited state with excited molecular rovibronic
states. It is shown that by changing the cavity wavelength and the atomic transition fre-
quency, the potential energy landscape of the polaritonic states and the corresponding
spectrum could be changed significantly. This demonstrates that by adding a second
type of entity to a quantum system confined in a microscopic cavity, the dynamics of
the system and its response to light can be modified significantly, implying possible
new directions in polaritonic chemistry.
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It is now understood that when molecules, viewed as quantum emitters, are placed inside
an optical cavity and strongly interact with a confined radiation mode of the cavity, so-
called polaritons are formed.1–6 These are excited eigenstates, separated by the vacuum
Rabi splitting, and they represent the interaction of the cavity radiation field with the
molecular electronic excitations. As such, they are the quantum analogues of the well-known
semiclassical molecular dressed states providing light-induced potentials.7
Polaritonic chemistry has become an emerging research field, aimed at providing new
tools for the fundamental investigation of light-matter interaction. Since the pioneering
experimental work carried out the group of Ebbesen, in which they observed that strong
light-matter coupling could modify chemical landscapes,8 the field of “molecular polaritons”
experienced much activity from both experimental9–19 and theoretical20–37 research groups.
Recent achievements on molecules strongly coupled to a cavity mode, such as that strong
cavity-matter coupling can alter chemical reactivity,9 provide long-range energy or charge
transfer mechanisms,12,37 modify nonradiative relaxation pathways through collective ef-
fects,35 and modify the optical response of molecules,31,38 support the relevance of such a
new chemistry. In most of the works published so far, many organic emitters were put into
a cavity and the interest was mainly focused on the investigation of collective phenomena
between the quantum radiation field and the molecular ensemble. In such theoretical de-
scriptions, the molecules are usually treated with a reduced number of degrees of freedom
or with some simplified models assuming two-level systems.20 However, it is worth studying
single-molecule cavity interactions as well, since a more detailed study of individual objects
may also provide meaningful results.22,23,38–40
In the case of a single molecule, including several internal nuclear degrees of freedom
gives rise to nonadiabatic dynamics. The radiation field can strongly mix the vibrational,
rotational, and electronic degrees of freedom, thus creating light-induced avoided crossings
(LIACs) or light-induced conical intersections (LICIs) between polaritonic potential-energy
surfaces.41 Recent works discussed how the natural avoided crossings (already present in
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field-free systems) can be manipulated by placing the molecule into a nano-cavity and in-
fluencing the ultrafast dynamics by means of a quantized radiation field.23,40 Field-dressed
rovibronic spectra of diatomics within the framework of cavity quantum electrodynamics
(CQED) have also been investigated recently,38 elucidating the significant contribution of
molecular rotation to nonadiabatic effects in the spectrum.
In the present work, we investigate a complex quantum system consisting of three different
types of entities; a cavity radiation mode, a molecule, and two-state atoms. We examine
how the hybrid atom-molecule-photon polaritonic energy surfaces change under different
conditions, and how this affects the spectrum of each component. We demonstrate how one
component of the entangled system can manipulate the spectrum of another by means of
indirect cavity coupling, thus resulting in the coherent mixing of atomic and molecular states
and an unexpected strong nonadiabatic fingerprint in the atomic spectrum.
Within the framework of QED and the electric dipole representation, the Hamiltonian of
a molecule and Na atoms interacting with a single cavity mode can be written as
42
Hˆtot = Hˆmol +
Na∑
i=1
}ωaσˆ†i σˆi + }ωcaˆ†aˆ−
√
}ωc
20V
dˆeˆ
(
aˆ† + aˆ
)
, (1)
where Hˆmol is the field-free molecular Hamiltonian, σˆi
† and σˆi are excitation and deexcitation
operators, respectively, for the ith atom, ωa is the atomic transition frequency, aˆ
† and aˆ are
photon creation and annihilation operators, respectively, ωc is the frequency of the cavity
mode, } is Planck’s constant divided by 2pi, 0 is the electric constant, V is the volume of the
electromagnetic mode, eˆ is the polarization vector of the cavity mode, and dˆ = dˆ(mol) + dˆ(a)
is the sum of the molecular and atomic dipole moments.
It is useful to inspect the structure of the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1), when represented using
|α〉|N〉|I〉 product basis functions, where α and I are the molecular electronic and atomic
quantum numbers, respectively, and N stands for the photon number. In our notation I = 0
indicates that all atoms are in their ground state, and I = n indicates that the nth atom
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is in an excited state, multiple atomic excitations are omitted in our model. The resulting
Hamiltonian for a diatomic molecule reads (using α = 1 or 2, N = 0 or 1, and I = 0, 1 or 2)
Hˆ =

Hˆm Aˆ 0 Bˆ 0 Bˆ
Aˆ† Hˆm + }ωc Bˆ 0 Bˆ 0
0 Bˆ† Hˆm + }ωa Aˆ 0 0
Bˆ† 0 Aˆ† Hˆm + }ωa + }ωc 0 0
0 Bˆ† 0 0 Hˆm + }ωa Aˆ
Bˆ† 0 0 0 Aˆ† Hˆm + }ωa + }ωc

, (2)
where
Hˆm =
Tˆ 0
0 Tˆ
+
V1(R) 0
0 V2(R)
 , (3)
Aˆ =
g(mol)11 (R, θ) g(mol)12 (R, θ)
g
(mol)
21 (R, θ) g
(mol)
22 (R, θ)
 and Bˆ =
g(a) 0
0 g(a)
 , (4)
with
g
(mol)
ij (R, θ) = −
√
}ωc
20V
d
(mol)
ij (R)cos(θ) and g
(a) = −
√
}ωc
20V
d(a), (5)
where R is the internuclear distance, Vi(R) is the ith potential energy curve (PEC), Tˆ is the
nuclear kinetic energy operator, d
(mol)
ij (R) is the transition dipole moment matrix element
between the ith and jth molecular electronic states, d(a) is the transition dipole between the
atomic ground and excited state, and θ is the angle between the electric field polarization
vector and the molecular transition dipole vector, assumed to be parallel to the molecular
axis. In Eq. (2) no rotating-wave approximation is applied, the accuracy of the model is
only limited by the dipole approximation, the neglection of dissipative processes, and the
limited number of electronic excitations considered for the molecule and atoms. Naturally,
the maximum value of N should be increased in practical applications until convergence is
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reached, resulting in a larger Hamiltonian and appropriate
√
N factors for the N > 1 Aˆ and
Bˆ coupling terms.42
Based on the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1), the left panels of Figure 1 show the potential
energy landscape of a Na2 molecule and two-state atoms interacting with a single cavity
radiation mode. For Na2 the V1(R) and V2(R) PECs correspond to the X
1Σ+g and the A
1Σ+u
electronic states, respectively, taken from Ref. 43. For Na2 d
(mol)
11 (R) = d
(mol)
22 (R) = 0 and
the d
(mol)
12 (R) transition dipole was taken from Ref. 44, while d
(a) = 1 au was used for the
atoms. Fig. 1 demonstrates that the coupling with the radiation field leads to the formation
of three “bright” polaritonic surfaces, and as shown in the bottom left panel, Na − 1 “dark
states”. Although these “dark states” can affect excited state dynamics,35 they have no
contribution to the spectrum.3,45 With increasing atom number the effective coupling with
the field increases and the polaritonic surfaces become more pronounced.
The left panels of Figure 2 show the polaritonic states formed for different atomic and
photonic excitation energies. Note that the 590 nm wavelength for atomic excitation shown
in the lower left panel of Fig. 2 stands for the 2P ← 2S transition of Na atoms. It is clear
from Figs. 1 and 2 that the presence of atoms, and their indirect coupling with molecules
through the radiation mode, can considerably change the polaritonic landscape of molecules
confined in cavities, providing an additional degree of freedom to modify and manipulate
the excited state properties and dynamics of molecules.
Now we turn to the weak-field absorption spectrum of the composite system. Similar to
previous works,38,46 the spectrum is determined by first computing the field-dressed states,
i.e., the eigenstates of the full “molecule + atoms + radiation field” system, and then comput-
ing the dipole transition amplitudes between the field-dressed states with respect to a probe
pulse. The probe pulse is assumed to be weak, inducing primarily one-photon processes, im-
plying that the standard approach47 of using first-order time-dependent perturbation theory
to compute the transition amplitudes should be adequate.
We determine the field-dressed states of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) by diagonlizing its
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Figure 1: Left panels: Diabatic (dashed lines) and adiabatic (solid lines) PECs of the Na2 + Na atom
system confined in a cavity with radiation-field wavelength of λ = 653 nm. The atomic excitation wavelength
is 675 nm. Red, green, and blue colors represent the |α〉|N〉|I〉 = |2〉|0〉|0〉, |1〉|1〉|0〉 and |1〉|0〉|1〉 states,
i.e., molecular electronic, photonic, and atomic excitations, respectively. The color of the adiabatic curves
(polaritons) at each given R value was generated by the mixture of red, green, and blue colors, with weights
representing the weights of the different |α〉|N〉|I〉 diabatic states within the given adiabatic state. The top
and middle panels were generated with Na = 1, and using a cavity-field strength of
√
}ωc/20V = 0.0001 au
and 0.0005 au, respectively, while the bottom panel was generated with Na = 5 and
√
}ωc/20V = 0.0005
au. Right panels: Absorption spectra corresponding to the PECs shown in the left panels. Red, green, and
blue colors represent the |αvJ〉|N〉|I〉 = |2vJ〉|0〉|0〉, |1vJ〉|1〉|0〉 and |1vJ〉|0〉|1〉-type states, i.e., molecular
electronic, photonic, and atomic excitations, respectively. Note that molecular rovibrational excitation can
occur in all three cases. The color of the individual peaks was generated by the mixture of red, green, and
blue colors, with weights representing the weights of the different |αvJ〉|N〉|I〉 states within the dressed state
to which the transition occurs. Note that in the lower right panel two different scales are used for peaks
below and above 15000 cm−1.
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Figure 2: Same as in Fig. 1, but with a cavity-field strength of
√
}ωc/20V = 0.0005 au
for all panels, and with the following radiation-field wavelengths λc and atomic excitation
wavelengths λa. Upper panels: λc = 653 nm, λa = 650 nm, middle panels: λc = 653 nm,
λa = 625 nm, and bottom panels: λc = 620 nm, λa = 590 nm.
matrix representation obtained with |αvJ〉|N〉|I〉 product basis functions, where v and J
are the molecular vibrational and rotational quantum numbers, respectively. The field-free
molecular rovibronic states |αvJ〉 are computed using 200 discrete variable representation
(DVR) spherical-DVR basis functions48 for each PEC with the related grid points placed
in the internuclear coordinate range (0, 10) bohr. All states with J < 16 and an energy
not exceeding the zero point energy of the respective PEC by more than 2000 cm−1 were
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included into the product basis. The maximum photon number in the cavity mode was set
to two.
The ith field-dressed state can then be expressed as
|ΨFDi 〉 =
∑
α,v,J,N,I
Ci,αvJNI |αvJ〉|N〉|I〉, (6)
where the Ci,αvJNI coefficients are the eigenvector components obtained from the diago-
nalization. Using first-order time-dependent perturbation theory, the transition amplitude
between two field-dressed states, induced by the weak probe pulse, is proportional to42,49
〈ΨFDi |〈M |dˆEˆ|M ′〉|ΨFDj 〉 =
(
〈ΨFDi |dˆ(mol)cos(θ)|ΨFDj 〉+ 〈ΨFDi |dˆ(a)|ΨFDj 〉
)
〈M |Eˆ|M ′〉. (7)
In Eq. (7), Eˆ is the electric field operator of the weak probe pulse, assumed to have a
polarization axis identical to that of the cavity mode, leading to M = M ′ ± 1 for the probe
pulse. Thus, Eq. (7) accounts for single-photon absorption or stimulated emission. When
the field-dressed states are expanded according to Eq. (6), many terms in Eq. (7) become
zero due to the selection rules of the atomic and molecular transitions involved. For a
homonuclear diatomic molecule, such as Na2, the Tj←i transition probability is proportional
to
∣∣∣∣ ∑
αvJNI
( ∑
α′v′J ′
C∗i,αvJNICj,α′v′J ′NI〈v|d(mol)αα′ (R)|v′〉〈J |cos(θ)|J ′〉+
∑
I′ 6=I
C∗i,αvJNICj,αvJNI′d
(a)
)∣∣∣∣2
(8)
Eq. (8) demonstrates that in the general field-dressed case the spectral peaks cannot be
evaluated as the sum of field-dressed atomic and field-dressed molecular peaks, because of
the interference between atomic and molecular transitions. Thus, fingerprints of the coherent
mixing of atomic and molecular states can appear in the spectrum of the composite system.
Naturally, in the limit of the cavity field strength going to zero (and simultaneously the
molecule-atom interaction going to zero) the transitions should reflect a spectrum composed
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as the sum of the molecular spectrum and the atomic spectrum. However, when molecular
and atomic couplings with the cavity are strong enough for polaritonic states to be formed,
the spectrum should reflect transitions corresponding to field-dressed states, which are a
coherent mixture of states containing atomic, molecular, and photonic excitations.
It is well known that the interaction of atoms with a (near) resonant electromagnetic field
leads to a Rabi splitting of the energy levels in the excited state manifold. This mechanism
leads to splittings in the spectral peaks of the light-dressed system, often referred to in
spectroscopy as Autler–Townes splitting.50 When Na atoms simultaneously interact with
the same mode of an electromagnetic field, a pair of splitted states appear, reflecting an
effective coupling strength increased by
√
Na, accompanied by Na − 1 dark states with no
shift appearing in their energy with respect to the field-free atomic states.45 Depending
on the homogeneity of the atom-field interactions, with inhomogeneity caused either by
inhomogeneities in the field or the atomic transition frequencies, the energy level structure
and the absorption spectrum could become more complex, as detailed in Ref. 45. As for
molecules interacting with a cavity radiation mode, Autler–Townes-type splittings, as well as
“intensity borrowing” effects47,51 and the formation of polaritonic potential energy surfaces,
are reflected in the spectrum.38 The right panels of Fig. 1 show the light-dressed spectra
of an Na2 molecule and two-state atoms interacting with a single cavity mode. All plotted
peaks represent transitions from the ground state of the entangled “atom+molecule+cavity”
system, primarily composed of |100〉|0〉|0〉, to higher-lying field-dressed states, formed as a
quantum superposition of molecular, atomic and photonic excited states. The composition
of each mixed state is indicated by the color of its respective transition line, see details in
the footnote of Fig. 1. In order to help identify overall intensity changes in the spectra, in
addition to the peak splittings, an envelope for each spectrum was generated by convolving
the peaks with a Gaussian function having a standard deviation of σ = 50 cm−1.
The upper right panel of Fig. 1 demonstrates that at lower coupling strengths a light-
dressed spectrum of the molecule, and a well defined, separate atomic transition peak can be
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observed. With increasing coupling strength, however, the molecular, atomic, and photonic
states become entangled and three bright polaritonic states are formed, which is reflected in
the three groups of peaks in the spectrum (see middle panels of Fig. 1). The splitting of the
atomic peak at 14800 cm−1 in the middle right panel of Fig. 1 as well as the appearance of
purple colored peaks near 15100 cm−1 indicates that a considerable mixing of the atomic and
molecular states occurred. Increasing the atom number to Na while keeping the cavity field
strength fixed leads to (1) an
√
Na times increased effective atom-cavity coupling, resulting
in a shift in the atomic transition frequency, (2) an Na times increased atomic line strengths,
and (3) the appearance of Na − 1 dark states, which have no contribution to the spectrum
(see lower panels of Fig. 1).
A striking feature in Fig. 1 is that the roughly 1.3 overall peak intensity of the split
atomic transition in the middle right panel is significantly different from the 1.0 intensity of
the unsplit atomic peak of the upper right panel. This indicates an intensity borrowing effect
in the atomic spectrum, i.e., the intensity of the atomic transition peak is modified, due to
the contamination of the atomic excited state with molecular excited rovibronic states. This
striking new phenomenon in the atomic spectrum is caused by the indirect coupling with
the molecule, attributed to the radiation mode of the cavity.
The right panels of Figure 2 show the absorption spectra obtained for the polaritonic
states presented in the left panels of Fig. 2. The position and the composition of the dressed
states, represented by the color of their transition peaks, reflect well the corresponding
polaritonic landscapes. Fig. 2 demonstrates that the response of molecules (atoms) to light
can be significantly modified and manipulated by the presence of atoms (molecules), and
their simultaneous interaction with a cavity radiation mode.
To summarize, we demonstrated that when the composite system of a molecule and an
atomic ensemble is confined in a microscopic cavity, then (1) three bright and Na − 1 dark
polaritonic states are formed, given that the cavity field strength is strong enough. (2) The
indirect coupling between atoms and molecule, due to their interaction with the cavity ra-
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diation mode, leads to a coherent mixing of atomic and molecular states, and the general
field-dressed states of the excited state manifold carry signatures of atomic, molecular, as
well as photonic excitations. (3) The absorption spectrum of the confined entangled system
reflects well the polaritonic landscape, and an intensity borrowing effect could be identified
in the atomic transition peak, originating from the contamination of the atomic excited state
with excited molecular rovibronic states. (4) It was shown that by changing the cavity wave-
length and the atomic transition frequency, the potential energy landscape of the polaritonic
states and the corresponding spectrum could be altered significantly. This shows, that by
adding a second type of entity to a quantum system confined in a microscopic cavity, the dy-
namics of the system and its response to light can be significantly modified and manipulated.
This extra degree of freedom implies new possible avenues in polaritonic chemistry.
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